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Executive Summary 

Task 1.3 is about the development of client-side libraries and the implementation of the 
communication protocols defined in Task 1.1 to allow a proper communication between the 
server and its clients. This document contains an initial version of various open source software 
components on the client side such as PKM communication libraries, parsers and artefact 
extractors.  

Keywords 

Software knowledge representation, metamodel, NoSQL databases, documents-oriented 
databases. 

Acronyms and Abbreviations  

ASFM Abstract Semi-Formal Model 

AST Abstract Syntax Tree 

DB Database 

DoW Description of work 

E/R Entity Relations 

Frama-
C 

Framework for the analysis of C programs 

GSL Graphical Specification Language 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation 

OSS Open Source Software 

PKM Persistent Knowledge Monitor 

SARIF Static Analysis Results Interchange Format 

SID Statement unique Identifier 

UML Unified Modeling Language 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

This document represents a revised version (v1.2) that integrates the comments and 
recommendations made at the second project review in April 2021.  

The document describes the initial low-level API of the PKM that is used by clients. It will be 
updated at M36 to become D1.4 with major changes to describe the final version of the API. 

The API is positioned between the tools and the DB as depicted in the figure below: 

 

 

Figure 1: The PKM API layer 

1.2 Overall organization of the document 

This document is split into sections according to categories of functionalities. Section 2 
presents the administration of the PKM. Section 2 explains how to install and configure the 
API. In Section 3, we explain the administrative functions (projects, collections, roles and users 
management). Section 4 introduces the documents management and Section 5 the reports 
management. Section 6 presents queries and section 7 concludes the document.  
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2 API installation 

2.1 Requirements 

Before installing the API, the following requirements shall be ensured: 

- Mongodb 3.4 and Frama-C and markdown plugins must have been installed. If not, 
please refer to the deliverable D1.3, initialization procedure of the PKM.  

- npm install --save md-2-json 
- npm install ajv 
- npm link ajv 
- Install the Node.js system package. It can be found at https://nodejs.org/. 

 

2.2 Installation procedure 

The API must be downloaded from the Gitlab, at https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api. 

 $ git clone https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api 

The API uses two global variables, indicating where the API files are located and the address 
of the PKMHOST server. By default, the server is located on the local machine. 

In BASH this is done as follows: 

 

$ export API = <installation directory> 

$ export PKMHOST = <server address> 

 

As the API contains numerous shell scripts, it is wise to add the same API directory to your 
PATH. 

https://nodejs.org/
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3 Administration 

3.1 Databases 

A development project will store its knowledge into the PKM as a set of collections of 
documents. These are therefore stored in a specific DB, such as, for instance, the OpenCV 
DB. The collections are identical in all projects as the same kind of knowledge is stored. They 
are described below. 

Managing DB is done by the low-level API operations below: 

 

Create a DB (BASH): $create_DB DB_name 

Create an empty DB with a given name. 

 

Delete a DB (BASH): $drop_DB DB_name 

Deletes the named DB with all its collections. 

3.2 Collections 

The PKM has a set of pre-defined collections. These collections are:  

1. Annotations,  

2. Sourcecode,  

3. RawSourcecode,  

4. Comments,  

5. Documentation,  

6. UMLClasses, 

7. StateMachineModels  

8. Logs,  

9. ERModels,  

10. CodeSummarizationModels,  

11. NERModels,  

12. NERAnnotations,  

13. CodeSummarizationAnotations,  

14. TraceabilityMatrix,  

15. TESTARStateModels,  

16. TESTARTestResults. 

Each collection has a schema that describes the structure of the documents present in that 
collection. Documents are thus validated against the schemas before insertion or updating 
operations (see below) take place. 
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The low-level API operations to manage collections are: 

 

Create all collections (BASH): $create_all_collections DB_name 

 

Create a collection (BASH): $create_collection DB_name collection_name 

Where DB_name and collection_name ar strings. 

 

Remove a collection (BASH): $remove_collection DB_name collection_name 

Removes the indicated collection from the indicated DB. 

3.3 Initialization and finalization of the PKM 

In order to initialize and finalize the PKM, we offer the following operations: 

 

(BASH) $initialize_PKM tag DB_name 

Creates all predefined roles, predefined users and collections in the DB. Tag is an identifier 
used for ensuring users uniqueness, e.g. the partner name. 

 

(BASH) $finalise_PKM DB_name 

Deletes all roles, users and collections from the mentioned DB and deletes the DB then. 

3.4 Users and roles administration 

Roles 

Roles are Feeder, Reviewer, Supervisor, Reader, Developer, dbAdmin and dbOwner. The 
later two roles are predefined in MongoDB and the others are derived from pre-existing roles 
in MongoDB. The low-level API operations defined to manage roles are the following: 

 

Create all roles (BASH): $create_all_roles DB_name 

Creation a role (BASH): $create_role role DB_name actions 

where role is a string and  actions is a list of allowed actions from 

the list given in https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/privilege-actions/#security-user-
actions. Actions is a list of strings, each one being an action name, such in:  

$ create_role new_role mydb “[\”update\’]” 

 

Removing all user-defined roles (BASH): $drop_all_roles DB_name 

Removing a role (BASH): $drop_role name DB_name 

where name is a string. 

 

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/privilege-actions/#security-user-actions
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/privilege-actions/#security-user-actions
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Note that roles are not mandatory to use the PKM. 

 

Users 

At this stage, and in order to let partners develop their interfaces to the PKM using this API, 
we will create for each partner 1 user per role. In a later stage of the PKM’s development we 
will merge all users in a single DB and probably restrict the number of users with role DBOwner 
to only a few partners. The low-level API operations defined to manage users are the following: 

 

Create all users (BASH): $create_all_users partner_name DB_name 

Create one user in each role for the indicate DB. 

where users are <partner name>_ Feeder, <partner name>_ Supervisor, <partner name>_ 
Reader, <partner name>_ developer, <partner name>_ admin, <partner name>_owner. 

 

Creation of a user (BASH): $create_user user_name DB_name role 

Where user_name is a string identifier. Role is the name of an existing role. DB_name is the 
name of a DB. When all arguments are given, the user obtains the indicated role for the 
indicated DB. 

Notice that the argument role is optional. 

 

Removing a user (BASH): $drop_user user_name DB_name 

Where user_name is a string. 

 

Removing all users (BASH): $drop_all_users partner_name DB_name 

Deletes all project-defined users from the indicated DB. 

 

Note that users are not mandatory to use the PKM. When none is defined, the default user is 
used with all privileges. 
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4 Documents management 

This section describes the low-level API operations to manage documents stored in 
collections. 

4.1 Inserting documents into a collection 

Insert one document (JS): db.collection.insertOne (document) 

This is the generic function from the MongoDB JS driver [4] and is only given as a reference. 
It inserts a document into collection ‘collection’ of the database ‘db’. 

Note: documents can be structured automatically into sections using tags, so we could add 
them as an extra argument. Alternatively, tags could be automatically extracted from the 
corresponding AST. 

 

Insert many documents (JS): db.collection.insertMany(documents_list) 

This is also a generic function from the MongoDB JS driver [4] and is only given as a reference. 
It inserts documents into the collection ‘collection’ from the database ‘db’. 

 

Specific insertion functions permit to insert particular kinds of data into the PKM. 

 

Insert source code files (BASH): $insert_source_files DB_name filenames  

This function performs 1) the parsing of the source code in the indicated files, 2) inserts the 
results into the indicated DB, and 3) analyses the code. In more detail, this function does as 
follows: 

- The raw source files are inserted in the Rawsourcecode collection. 
- The source files are parsed and the AST obtained are inserted in the Sourcecode 

collection.  

Parsing requires to use different tools according to the source files language:  

o C files (ISO C99 standard) are parsed with Frama-C  

o C++ files are parsed with clang 12 that supports the complete C++14 standard, 

an almost complete part of the C++17 standard and a part of the  C++20 

standard. 

o Java 8 files are parsed with the javaparser tool.  

- The comments obtained from the parsing of the source files are inserted in the 
Comments collection and the formal annotations are stored into the Annotations 
collection. These annotations are written in a different specification language, 
depending on the source code programming language, namely: 

o C annotations are written in the Frama-C ACSL specification language 

o C++ annotations are written in ACSL++, an extension of ACSL devoted to C++  

o Java annotations are written in JML 

- The source code is analysed using a formal analysis tool, depending on the 
programming language, as follows: 
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o C source code is analysed by Frama-C that covers the entire C99 language. 

Frama-C contains a C parser, based on CIL, that accepts te entire C99 

standard, 

o C++ is analysed partially, when possible, by a separate tool, frama-clang, 

whose analysis part accepts only a sub-part of C++11. frama-clang contains a 

C++ parser and an analysis tool. The former uses Clang 12 to parse C++ source 

code and the later accepts only a sub-part of C++11, as indicated above. 

o Java source code is analysed by OpenJML  

 

Important note no. 1: At the time of writing version 1.1 of this document, only C source code 
was supported. C++ and Java support are ready with version 1.2 of this document (since M27, 
April 2021). 

Important note no. 2: Frama-C and frama-clang are two different tools that support C and C++ 
respectively. Frama-C, now in version 22, parses and analyses C source code with ACSL 
annotations. frama-clang parses and analyses C++ source code with ACSL++ annotations and 
has been implemented as a plugin of Frama-C; it needs further research and currently only 
supports a subset of the C++11 standard. It is therefore very incomplete. We will use frama-
clang with caution during the project. 

 

Insert document file (BASH): $insert_doc_files DB_name filenames 

This inserts a document into the Documentation collection by translating it into JSON (see 
below). 

 

Validate and insert TESTAR model files (BASH): $validate_and_insert_testar_state_model 
DB_name schema_to_validate document_to_insert 

This inserts the model into the TESTARStateModels collection after validating it against the 
schema.  

 

Validate and insert TESTAR test results (BASH): $validate_and_insert_testar_test_results 
DB_name schema document 

This inserts the test result into the TESTARTestResults collection after validating it against the 
schema. 

4.2 Updating documents in a collection 

The PKM has a set of pre-defined collections. These collections are:  

Updating one document within a collection can be done using a filter, using the generic 
function below from the MongoDB JS driver [4]. It is only given as a reference: 

db.collection.update( 
   <filter>, 
   <update>, 
   { 
     upsert: <boolean>, 
     writeConcern: <document>, 
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     collation: <document>, 
     arrayFilters: [ <filterdocument1>, ... ] 
   } 
) 

This function modifies an existing document or collection of documents in a collection. Some 
specific fields or entire documents can be replaced. 

 

Update source code files (BASH): $update_source_files DB_name filenames 

This function parses and analyses the source code of the files and updates several documents 
in the DB: 

- The raw source files are updated in the Rawsourcecode collection 
- The AST obtained by parsing the source files are updated in the Sourcecode 

collection 
- The comments obtained from the parsing of the source file are updated in the 

Comments collection. 
The important notes 1 and 2 of the insert_source_files function apply here. 
 

Update document file: $update_doc DB_name filename 

This updates a document into the Documentation collection by translating it into JSON (see 
below). TBD 

 

Update models (BASH): $update_model_files DB_name filenames 

This updates a document with models in the UMLClasses collection. 

4.3 Deleting documents from a collection 

Deleting all documents from a collection can be done through the generic function below from 
the MongoDB JS driver [4]. It is only given as a reference. 

Db.collection.deleteMany({}) 

It removes all documents using the empty filter. 

 

Delete source code files (BASH): $delete_source_files DB_name filenames 

This deletes the source code from the collections Rawsourcecode and Sourcecode. 

 

Delete model files (BASH): $delete_models DB_name modelnames 

This deletes the models from the collections UMLClasses.  

 

Delete documentation files (BASH): $delete_doc_files DB_name filenames 

This deletes the documents from the collections Documentation.  
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Delete comments files (BASH): $delete_comments_from_files DB_name filenames 

This deletes from the Comments collection all comments coming from a given list of files.  

4.4 Documentation translation 

These functions serve translating a document into JSON, so they can be inserted into the 
documentation collection. 

We consider the following standard formats for documents: Markdown, MS Word and Jupyter. 
The low-level API operations to translate documents are the following:  

 

$md_to_JSON input_file output_file 

Translates a Markdown document into JSON whilst keeping the headers structure. 

 

$doc_to_json input_file output_file 

Translates a Microsoft .docx document into JSON. This translation uses the original document 
styles to determine the useful content to be translated. Figures are not processed yet. 
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5 Reports management 

In this section, we explain the functions to generate reports from an existing DB. 

5.1 Generating error report 

Report describes the analysis results of some application code, including the errors found. The 
report uses the normalized SARIF format (https://sarifweb.azurewebsites.net): 

$gen_analysis_report flag (TBD) 

Generates a report in JSON or Markdown formatted report, according to the value of the flag 
(true -> JSON, false -> Markdown). 

5.2 Traceability management 

Manage the traceability matrix between all components. 

The matrix consists of a set of links between documents, that can be created automatically or 
manually. In the second case, the following functions are provided: 

$ create_link document1 document2 properties (TBD) 

$ update_link document1 document2 properties (TBD) 

$ delete_link document1 document2 (TBD) 

$ check_traceability_matrix flag (TBD). 

Creation, update and deletion of links is the result of a complex policy to be defined according 
to management of commit and at a project global level. Checking the consistency of the matrix 
consists in checking the content of all the links present in the corresponding collection and 
providing a report on inconsistencies. flag has the same meaning as previously as well as the 
output formats. 
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6 Documents search 

In this section, we explain the low-level API functions to search documents in the DB. As in the 
sections above, we start with the generic query function of MongoDB, serving as a reference, 
and continue with specific query functions. 

6.1 Querying a collection 

Finding documents: this is a list of methods to run queries on a DB for extracting a list of 
documents from a collection, that match a given criteria or criteria list. These later are called 
filters in MongoDB. 

The general form is given by the function below from the pre-defined MongoDB JS driver [4]. 
It is only given as a reference. 

db.collection.find (query) 

It queries the collection ‘collection’ from the DB ‘db’. 

The query is one of the following kinds: 

{} 

Return the entire collection. 

 

{ field: <value>} 

The <value> can be any of the following: 

 1 or true to include the field in the return documents. 

 0 or false to exclude the field. 

 Expression using a Projection Operators. 

  

{ field1: <value>, field2: <value> ... }  

This is the conjunction of several field values. 

 

{field: {$in [ … ]}} 

The value must belong to a given set of values. 

 

{field: {$relop … }} 

The value must satisfy a relational expression, $relop being one of $gt $gte $lt $lte $ne $in 
$nin 

 

Other operators , such as logical, element, evaluation, geospatial, array and bitwise operators 
can be found at https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/operator/query/#query-
selectors. 

 

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/operator/projection/
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/operator/query/#query-selectors
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/operator/query/#query-selectors
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{field.subfield: value} 

Sub-fields can be used in the lhs of the queries to allow matching sub-fields of a document 
with a value. 

Searching for a desired document of a given collection is therefore done by means of filters 
where the user specifies some field values for instance, and that return 0 or several documents 
from the collection matching these filters. Thus, querying the pre-defined collections consists 
in using the right collection name. 

6.2 Querying specific PKM items in the collections 

Specific queries are available to search for items in specific collections.  

$find_in_source  

Enables to extract specific items from the Sourcecode and Rawsourcecode collections. 

- find_in_source <DB_name> function <function_name> 
- find_in_source <DB_name> variable <variable_name> 
- find_in_source <DB_name> tag <comp/enum_name> 

This function examines the Sourcecode and Rawsourcecode collections and returns a list of 
documents that match the query, with respectively:  

- a list of function declarations, function definitions and raw file names where these are 
located 

- a list of variables/constants definitions 
- a list of type definitions (struct/enum) 

 

$find_in_model  

Enables to extract specific items from the UMLClasses collection:  

- find_in_model  <DB_name > <className>  operations|attributes 
- find_in_model <DB_name> <className> <operationName> parameters | 

returnType 
- find_in_model  <DB_name>  <className> <attributeName> attributeType 
- find_in_model <DB_name> <className> attributes <type> 

This function examines the UMLClasses collection and returns a list document, where each 
document matches the query, with respectively: 

- a list of methods or attributes from the class 
- a list of parameters or the return type of the operation of a given class 
- the type of the given attribute of the given class 
- the type of the attributes of the class  

 

$find_in_doc  

Extract specific items from the Documentation collection: 

- find_in_doc <DB_name> <className> fields|methods 
- find_in_doc <DB_name> <className> field <field_name> 
- find_in_doc <DB_name> className> attribute <attribute_name> 
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This function examines the Documentation collection and returns a documents list, where each 
document matches the query, i.e. respectively: 

- the list of fields or methods of the given class 
- the list of fields of the given class that contain the given field name 
- the list of attributes of the given class that contain the given attribute name 

 

$find_in_comments (TBD) 

Enables to extract specific comments from the Comments collection: 

- Find_in_comments DB_name function <function_name> 
- Find_in_comments DB_name class method <method_name> 
- Find_in_comments DB_name class attribute <attribute_name> 

This function examines the Comments collection and returns a documents list, where each 
document matches the query, i.e. respectively: 

- the list of fields or methods of the given class 
- the list of fields of the given class that contain the given field name 
- the list of attributes of the given class that contain the given attribute name 

 

$find_in_annotations (TBD) 

Enables to extract specific annotations from the Annotations collection: 

- Find_in_annotations DB_name function <function_name> 
- Find_in_annotations DB_name variable <variable_name> 
- Find_in_annotations DB_name tag <enum/struct_name> 
- Find_in_annotations DB_name about <string> 

This function examines the Annotations collection and returns a documents list, where each 
document matches the query, i.e. respectively: 

- The list of comments that deal about a given function 
- The list of comments that deal about a given variable/constant 
- The list of comments that deal about a given type 
- The list of comments that contain the given string 
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7 Conclusion 

This document describes the PKM low-level API as a set of functions. These are grouped into 
several categories, allowing the PKM clients to use them for their own purpose. A few functions 
are not yet implemented, especially the traceability matrix management, due to on-going 
discussions about them. 

The API is meant to interface any tool with the PKM, such as artefacts production and 
transformation tools and the PKM GUI (see WP5).  

There are several ways to interface with the PKM: 

 Either by using some hand-crafted code: the loader example provided in this document 
shows a simple example for how to write the interface in C using directly the MongoDB 
API. The latter has drivers for C, C++ and Javascript with a very similar syntax and 
semantic to the C driver used in the example. 

 Or by using the low-level API described in this document, that handles higher-level 
objects. It runs directly on the MongoDB JS drivers. This API is recommended.  

 Or a future high-level API, that is in discussion between the partners. This API should 
provide higher-level functionalities. 

This API described in this report has been heavily improved since its initial version at M16, in 

order to integrate a richer set of functions and to provide a RESTful interface. The initial API 

from M16 corresponds to the CLI part of the new version. 
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